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ased on how technology has evolved over the past 20 years, and 
examining several areas of technology that will have a signifi-
cant impact on business, we can say that the demand for business 
continuity and disaster recovery will continue to increase into 
2020.  In this article we’ll examine some of the key technology 
trends, their impact on business and personal lives, and the role 
BC/DR products and services will play in that growth. 

Processing, Storage, and Network Performance
Consider how processing power, e.g., chip speeds and memory size, have 

increased several orders of magnitude in the past decade alone.  Given this success, 
we can project that chip speeds will continue to increase, storage system capaci-
ties will expand at least two orders of magnitude, well into the upper petabyte and 
exabyte ranges, and overall data workload capacity will more than triple by the end 
of the decade.  

From a network perspective, we can expect continued growth in network band-
width and reduced latency, even with increased use of encryption and other security 
techniques to protect data and applications end-to-end.  Currently the upper end of 
network bandwidth for businesses is in the 10-gigabit-per-second range.  While this 
is a significant performance increase from only five years ago, rapid development 
of 100-gigabyte-per-second technology will again dramatically reduce latency and 
boost overall network performance.  The Internet, as a point of reference, is esti-
mated to currently move in excess of 35 to 40 exabytes of data per month, according 
to Cisco estimates.  Video transmission is expected to be a large portion of future 
Internet traffic.  

Virtualization and Cloud Services
Rapid growth of virtualization is also a major technology trend that will continue 

to be accepted by businesses large and small.  If you consider how many medium- to 
large-sized organizations have adopted virtualization as one of their primary data 
management strategies, it’s no wonder that protection of virtualization resources 
will be an increasingly critical activity.  

Increased use of cloud-based solutions will be another important technology 
trend, as business leaders recognize the value of cloud’s lower total cost of owner-
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TechnologymyCOOP is COOP System’s breakthrough continuity 
planning software.  The patented design was built from 
the ground up by world-class eCommerce developers. 
Visit our website to learn more about myCOOP, the future 
of continuity planning.
www.coop-systems.com

eBRP Solutions Inc. provides web-based tools and 
utilities, as well as consulting services for business 
continuity management. ESN develops tools and utilities 
focused on core requirements.
www.eBRP.net

Since 1971, Forsythe has served as a national provider 
of technology infrastructure solutions to organizations 
nationwide. Forsythe brings cross-platform expertise to 
its technology consulting, technology leasing, and value 
added reseller services.
www.forsythe.com

The Fusion Framework® Risk Management & 
Contingency Planning System™ is simply the 
world’s most advanced and easy-to-use system for 
comprehensive contingency planning set in the context of 
risk management. Fusion Framework...Simply, Better! 
www.fusionrm.com

IBM Business Resilience and Continuity Services can 
cost effectively help you rapidly adapt and respond to 
internal or external dynamic changes - opportunities, 
demands, disruptions or threats - and continue 
operations with limited impact to the business.
www.ibm.com

Strategic BCP, Inc. is a business continuity planning 
company empowering organizations to build cost-
effective, action-based plans. The company’s Cloud BCP 
Software, ResilienceONE, provides an all-in-one planning 
and incident management software tool and goes beyond 
traditional plan generation software with its intuitive 
business process-based methodology. 
www.strategicbcp.com

SunGard Availability Services offers a complete portfolio 
of solutions to help keep people and information 
connected. SunGard helps ensure that more than 10,000 
customers achieve uninterrupted access to mission-
critical data and systems.
www.availability.sungard.com
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ship and greater flexibility of solution development and deployment.  Combinations 
of private clouds, public clouds, and hybrid cloud solutions will continue driving 
the development of new cost-effective applications and delivering them anywhere 
in the world.  

Mobility Technologies
Use of mobile technologies will continue to grow dramatically over the coming 

years to where probably 90-94 percent of Americans will regularly use some sort of 
personal mobile device.  Growth of bring your own device (BYOD) strategies will 
further stimulate the use of wireless technology.  Among the challenges for manage-
ment will be to ensure that non-company devices can be safely used in company 
networks and shared services, and that sufficient security perimeters can be estab-
lished to effectively separate “user” infrastructures from “work” infrastructures.  
People will regularly use, and depend on, their wireless hand-held (and perhaps the 
day for surgically implanted wireless devices is not far off) intelligent devices for 
virtually every aspect of their lives.   

Decentralization of Business Models 
Growth in the above technologies and many others will foster an 

increase in decentralization of business.  With the ability to remotely access 
just about every office function and business system in a hand-held device, 
employees and their firms will be able to operate literally without an office.  
It is possible that, in time, the need for office space will decline (or at least be 
reduced except for certain administrative functions) dramatically as employees 
will operate virtually anywhere.  Collaboration will be the norm, as employees 
will be able to obtain the necessary resources whenever they are needed.  
This capability will also make it easier to transact business with custom-
ers, all without any delays.  

Impact of Technology Advances on BC/DR
For all these technology solutions to work during the balance of this 

decade there will be a need to protect them, secure them, and ensure they can be 
backed up, recovered, replaced, and returned to normal as quickly as possible.  As 
business demands continue to drive the delivery of more data and business appli-
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cations to more people quickly and with mini-
mal downtime, business continuity and disaster 
recovery programs will increasingly be seen as 
essential strategies for 21st century businesses 
and their IT departments.  

Traditional BC/DR strategies of backing 
up data, stockpiling spare systems and com-
ponents, storing data at off-site locations, and 
building diversely routed networks will not 
disappear.  We fully expect those strategies to 
be augmented and enhanced by a greater focus 
on actively managed BC/DR programs that are 
administered via business continuity manage-
ment systems (BCMS).  Instead of a second-tier 
activity, we expect BC/DR to become as impor-
tant as accounts payable and perhaps even pay-
roll, since the loss of a hand-held smart device 
could “shut down” an employee, disconnecting 
him or her from the corporate engine, rendering 
them instantly useless.  Loss of virtualization 
could shut down entire companies that migrate 
to virtualized environments.  Loss of network 
infrastructures could make it impossible for a 
company to communicate – whether by video, 
voice, or text – with all its diversely located 
employees and customers.  

The Future Includes BC/DR
With all the technology that is expected to 

impact businesses in the coming years, there 
ought to be a commensurate increase in the use 
of management techniques and technology solu-
tions to protect those investments.  Without the 
advanced systems we currently use, and the ones 
that are expected to appear on the horizon, busi-
nesses will not be able to function at the speed 
of thought.  

What are the implications of this on the future 
of the United States?  Our future competitiveness 
may hinge on our ability to fully leverage all the 
advances in technology we will have available 
to us.  And if those technologies are disrupted, 
sabotaged, stolen, or even destroyed, our ability 
to compete will surely be in jeopardy.  

Could we see a future in which cloud-based 
solutions are the norm?  Clearly, a future in 

which cloud solutions share the stage with tradi-
tional brick-and-mortar solutions is already here.  
The question then becomes whether the balance 
of business solutions in use trends away from 
bricks-and-mortar and vests wholly in virtual-
ized/cloud solutions.  

Regardless of the way technology evolves in 
the coming years we can be assured of one thing: 
new products and solutions are coming and we 
should be prepared for them.  Being prepared 
will also mean that any new solution we use must 
be fully protected.  Systems and solutions of the 
future must be quickly and easily re-created and 
reactivated following a disruptive event so that 
the organization will experience little or no busi-
ness disruption.  

Business continuity and disaster recovery 
programs will help ensure that businesses and 
government entities of the future – and the tech-
nologies and infrastructures that support them 
– will continue operating normally.  Based on 
what has happened in recent years, we can prob-
ably expect more severe weather and Hurricane 
Sandy-like events, devastating wild fires, major 
earthquakes, tornadoes in greater frequency, 
mudslides, and damage to the nation’s infrastruc-
tures including bridges and tunnels, dams, elec-
trical grids, national telecom networks, railways, 
and airports.  

Without business continuity and disaster 
recovery programs to bolster advances in tech-
nology and new business models, we may face 
a future that looks and sounds impressive but is 
held together with band-aids.  We can prevent 
that kind of bleak future by actively advocat-
ing and facilitating the increased use of BC/
DR activities at all levels in a business.  While 
IT helped spawn BC/DR, the future of BC/DR 
activities rests within the heart of businesses 
large and small, as a strategically important busi-
ness activity.  

v
Paul Kirvan, CISA, FBCI, is an independent BC/DR/IT audit 
consultant with more than 25 years of experience. He is a founding 
member and secretary of the Business Continuity Institute’s USA 
Chapter and a former director of the BCI’s international board.
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T
oday many corporations have imple-
mented the basic elements of a 
standard business continuity program. 
Their BC program features all the 

core program elements including a corpo-
rate business continuity policy, a governance 
steering committee, guidance and standards, 
risk assessments that identify the criticality of 
business processes/functions and applications, 
recovery strategies have been developed, busi-
ness continuity and disaster recovery plans are 
in place, functional and table-top exercises are 
conducted, and employees participate in estab-
lished training programs.

But in today’s world, it’s just not about deliv-
ering a basic program anymore. Drivers such 
as increased inherent risk, reputational risk, 
increased dependencies on supply chain and 
outsourced services, lessons learned from “real” 
events, and more complex regulatory and com-
pliance environments, have pushed companies 
to take the next steps in expanding the maturity 
of their BC program.

Many corporations and entities have mature 
BC programs that are structured with a “check 
the box” framework, basic technologies that 
often lack trusted single sources of data, and 
their risk assessments are subjective.

How can a corporation mature their program 
from a “check the box” framework to a “strong 
BC program” framework?

The answer is by utilizing objective risk 
modeling and integrating technologies with 
trusted single sources of data. 

One way to strengthen the BC program is 
to implement two solutions that leverage to 
automate the determination of recovery time 

Maturing Your Business Continuity 
Program with Integrated Technologies 
and Objective Modeling

objectives (RTO) and recovery priorities for 
all applications and mission critical processes 
in the BC program. The solutions require the 
development of two components: priority 
assessment compenent and the objective threat 
vulnerability assessment (TVA) component.

Understanding Core BC Program 
Objective Analysis 

One of the key elements for any BC program 
is the need to understand on an objective risk 
basis, the requirements to support base recov-
ery. A core principle of any mature program is 
to have the ability to properly assess the priority 
of resources, applications, and processes that 
need to be recovered to minimize business 
impact. The business recovery needs must be 
properly vetted against the expense of ensur-
ing recovery within the required business need 
time-frames, risks, and business exposures. 
Considering the size, scale, and complex-
ity of most Fortune 500 companies, there 
is a need for increased, 
normalized, and objec-
tive based automation 
that can’t be found in 
today’s marketplace. 
Additionally, having the 
ability to objectively assess 
the risk and threats to all 
sites (regardless of size 
and function) is a key 
imperative for any 
program to develop 
appropriate recovery 
strategies for major regional disrup-
tions.

& Sue Urban
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If you were to examine how companies try to 
determine the appropriate risk level today, both 
BC and DR utilize manual or semi-automated 
process models to determine the appropriate 
risk levels for various critical applications and 
business line processes with alternate subjective 
responses. Many of the BC and DR program 
technologies are often not fully integrated. They 
utilize independent models and business impact 
analysis (BIA) calculators to make a determina-
tion of mission criticality for applications and 
business functions, and determining recovery 
time objectives and recovery tiers. 

In today’s world where the planning base for 
many BC programs is based upon “all-hazard” 
planning, lessons learned from major regional 
disruptions such as Super Storm Sandy have 
resulted in new planning approaches. There 
is now the need to provide advanced scenario 
planning and strategies for addressing extreme 
and high risk natural and man-made threats 
to hundreds of sites across the U.S. or across 
the globe. Corporations that have a very large 
national and/or global location operational foot-
print have a need for an automated threat model 
for aggregating and objectively assessing risk. 
For example, some extreme threats can render 
obsolete an all-hazard generic recovery scenario 
that may not deal with specific consequences 
of high risk/probability threats unique for a site 
with various vulnerabilities.

Priority Assessment Components
Although most companies have found a way 

to automate the way they conduct BIAs to col-
lect a series of questions and responses through 
their planning application or homegrown 
solution, they do not have a way to link them 
together in order to determine either business 
recovery or disaster recovery tiers. The BCP or 
DR planner took the BIA responses and tried 
to match them to standard models to equate the 
questions to a range of points and values. The 
resulting model score then drove the recovery 
time-frame.

The purpose of the “priority assessment” is 
to create an advanced objective risk model with 
no subjectivity. The priority assessment model 

supports an automated and flexible modeling 
environment with a common object and vari-
able driven models, real-time updates, ability to 
inquiry all model data points, full audit trails, 
and objective scoring and reporting. The priority 
assessment model component can be utilized 
for all BC program and resiliency planning and 
reporting. 

From an organizational standpoint, it should 
be part of the team responsible for BC program 
or standards/governance to maintain secure risk 
calculator variable entry and monitoring of all 
business lines for driving RTO, priority recov-
ery order, and recovery point objectives for all 
business units. 

The Threat Vulnerability 
Assessment (TVA) Component

The purpose of the TVA risk model compo-
nent is to utilize aggregated sources of trusted 
threat data from a third-party aggregator for 
detailed, site-specific hazard threat planning. 
The TVA risk model component utilizes stan-
dard and normalized variables to assess all sites, 
and can supplement additional man-made and 
other threats against this site. The data can be 
updated in bulk across all BC plans for addi-
tional planning scenarios and processed into 
the BCP planning application via electronic 
API (application programming interface) to the 
environment. The TVA component provides a 
real-time and flexible update capability with 
secure access by the BC governance team. The 
BC governance team can quickly provide mass 
threat assessments and population of thousands 
of physical sites and BCP location plan strate-
gies in BC plans. 

The TVA model risk component can deliver 
the capability to normalize and analyze the 
risk from multiple threats against any site 
using trusted and aggregated data sources. This 
component introduces an objective site technol-
ogy TVA concept. The delivery encompasses 
business line level planning for each of the sites 
that are encapsulated in the BC program, for 
both business continuity and disaster recovery 
plans.

The technology required to support the TVA 



model risk component is the combination of a 
planning application that can deliver an XML 
(extensible markup language) or integrated 
interface software component which then can be 
connected to utilize the planning application’s 
own BIA module or other process. This requires 
a base system foundation, testing variables and 
scoring models to support the overall objec-
tive modeling, including the ability to do both 
graphical and data reporting.

How does the objective priority modeling 
process work? Each BIA survey is completed by 
business users or risk areas. These BIA survey 
models can be completed for an application, 
technology, or business process. The planning 
application presents a series of questions that 
can be customized for each business entity 
to the planning user. These questions once 
answered will then be packed into the record to 
be passed via an API XML service via the inter-
face to a prioritization assessment model.

The calculations are completed, scored, 
audited, and the required key values returned by 
the prioritization assessment model via integra-
tion to the planning application. These values 
are displayed to the BIA or survey tool user. 
Values are saved in the BIA/survey tool and 
associated to the target plans. Specific approval 
workflow at the process level is a required com-
ponent to ensure objective evaluation and risk 
assessment and acceptance if required.

Some of the additional benefits include the 
ability to assess a series of threats to both the 
sites and regions where the sites are located 
within the United States and Europe. The plan-
ning is based upon a targeted site and process 
planning that adapts to actual documented and 
objective severity and impact of the threats, and 
the probability of the threat for the site. 

Another key technology component is the 
use of a graphical geo-coding component that 
can be embedded into the core planning applica-
tion to assess each of the unique sites which are 
derived from the core HR site application inter-
face. Once geo-coded, existing and new sites 
can be extracted from the planning application 
and forwarded for threat assessment from the 
aggregation base.

The combination of the threat, site vulner-
ability, and probability determines the level of 
risk or threat level to a site. This assessment is 
based upon the utilization of data driven param-
eters from governmental and/or other third-
party sources. In today’s global environment 
aggregation of threats from multiple sources is 
a core dependency to minimize the amount of 
data integrations. Utilizing a threat aggregation 
is a key component for any BC program.

Once the level of risk or impact is estab-
lished from a third-party threat aggregator for 
various threats against the unique location, the 
data is returned and normalized in the TVA risk 
calculator component, and standard risk values 
assigned and automatically loaded via XML 
loads in the planning system to all impacted 
plans. Another important capability is the ability 
to report on all gaps in site specific planning 
on an ongoing basis for thousands of processes 
and can be expanded to vendor site threats that 
support the company’s mission critical environ-
ments. 

Ensuring BC Program Value 
Through Technology

 The BC program can be strengthened by 
leveraging technologies that support the integra-
tion of single sources of trusted data and the 
automation of BC program components such 
as objective risk modeling. Implementing an 
objective risk modeling approach that features a 
flexible and trusted processing system envi-
ronment can reduce the subjectivity in the BC 
program and increase the overall BC program 
value to the enterprise. 

v
Michael Gifford, MBCI, CBCP, is vice president and director 
of enterprise business and technology readiness services for U.S. 
Bancorp. As a senior leader within TOS – Enterprise Readiness 
Services Group (ERSG), Gifford is responsible for the business 
continuity planning and disaster recovery planning functions within 
ERSG. His teams support the business and technology risk pro-
cess and planning program lifecycles, and play a supporting role 
during Gifford  is the current chairman/CEO of the Association of 
Contingency Planners, and founding chapter president of ACP’s 
Alamo Chapter. He currently resides in Burnsville, Minn.

Sue Urban is vice president of rediness assurance services for 
the business continuity management program at U.S. Bancorp.



Senior Practitioners Invited 
to Take Part in
Senior Advanced Track
at Spring World 2014

The extremely popular Senior 
Advanced Track is back this Spring in 
Orlando. This year, we are building an 
even better experience for continuity 
planners at DRJ Spring World 2014.

The theme of this special report 
was designed to conincide with the 
same topic, Technology’s Impact 
on Disaster Recovery. Senior 
practitioners are invited to attend the 
one-day track on Monday, March 
31, 2014, as part of your regular 
conference experience. Look for 
further details at www.drj.com. If you 
are interested in attending, contact 
senior-track@drj.com to learn about 
the requirements.

The Senior Advanced Track will 
feature a four-member panel 
discussion on “Technology’s Impact 
on Disaster Recovery – Where Do 
We Go From Here?” This general 
session panel includes a chief 
executive officer, chief technology 
risk and security officer, chief 
information security officer, and chief 
technology officer, all from Fortune 
500 companies.

In addition to the executive panel 
discussion, DRJ will have two 
breakout sessions and an open forum 
Q&A in the afternoon followed by an 
exclusive Meet the Experts cocktail 
reception.

Track attendees will merge with other 
attendees on Sunday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday for other conference 
events. There is no additional cost for 
this new track. 

See the introductory brochure on 
pages 59-65 or visit www.drj.com

March 30 - April 2, 2014
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